Deadline to apply is March 7, 2021

**Associate IT Innovation Engineer:** Computer Science, Engineering or equivalent or higher in CS, IT, a related technical or engineering field or the equivalent experience. Minimum two years’ experience working hands on with IT.

**Associate Animal Nutrition Officer:** University degree in biological, agricultural, veterinary or animal sciences. Post-graduate training up to PhD level or equivalent in a subject related to animal nutrition, feed resources, pasture management and or isotope technologies an asset.

**Associate Livestock Pests Officer:** University degree in entomology or related field. Minimum two years of relevant experience in project planning and management, facilitation of multi-stakeholders’ processes.

**Associate Nutrition and Environmental Officer:** University degree in environmental sciences and/or nutrition. An advanced degree is an asset. Minimum of two years’ experience in research areas related to environmental science and nutrition. Experience in low- and middle-income countries an asset.

**Associate Project Officer (CNPP):** University degree in public policy, economics, physics, nuclear engineering or in a related discipline. Minimum two years of experience in a relevant field. Familiarity with nuclear technology and associated engineering terminology. Good understanding of geopolitical definitions.

**Associate Project Officer:** University degree in Nuclear engineering, chemistry, physics or material science. Master’s or PhD degree is an asset. 2+ years experience in planning and/or implementation of nuclear decommissioning projects or programmes at national or international level.

**Associate Nuclear Security Officer (Radioactive Material Security):** University degree in Science, Physics, Chemistry, Engineering or a closely related technical field with a focus on nuclear science, nuclear engineering, nuclear technology, nuclear/ radiation safety, nuclear security or non-proliferation. 2 years of work experience in the field or radiation safety or nuclear security.

**Associate Project Officer, TC:** University degree in management, social sciences, science and technology, international relations or another relevant field. Minimum of two years of related experience, including program planning and implementation and budget management experience, preferably in an international environment.

Housed at Argonne National Laboratory, IAEA Programs provides sponsorship through the Department of State’s contract to several internships each year in the areas of peaceful uses of nuclear energy and technology (non-Safeguards departments) of the IAEA. These internships are one year in length and eligibility is limited to US citizens.

IAEA Programs at Argonne is committed to gender equity and promoting the professional representation of women at the Agency. Applications from qualified U.S. women and minorities are encouraged.

Contact us at: IAEASTaffing@anl.gov